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Undoubtedly, there is an increasing need to clarify the
modifiable risk factors for cognitive impairment. By
2050, the global population older than 65 years will double.1 Because the prevalence of dementia doubles every
five years,2-4 the global burden of dementia will increase
significantly—an impact that warrants a more anticipatory approach to identifying modifiable risk factors and
their consequences, as with any chronic disease.
Recent attention has been placed on screening for
dementia, leading many physicians and patients to
inquire about prevention strategies. Patients may tell us
that they are completing sudoku and crossword puzzles
daily, but is this really helping? Can we confidently
counsel our patients and their families on primary,
secondary, or tertiary prevention strategies? Unfortunately, the answers to what really works in primary and
secondary prevention are not that simple. The current
recommendation from the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force on screening for dementia is inconclusive because
of the lack of concrete data.5 However, the recommendation acknowledges the potential clinical benefits to early
recognition of dementia, such as anticipating functional
decline, and thereby helping to prepare patients, caregivers, and health care systems.
Global public health campaigns have excelled in identifying and educating the public about the effects of blood
pressure, exercise, and diet on cardiovascular risk. Campaigns to promote “brain health” could similarly inform
the public about potential benefits that extend beyond
that of the heart. The main challenge in dementia prevention lies in identifying the connection between risk
factors and cognitive function. An additional challenge
relates to the status of research in dementia prevention.
Hindered by the long latency period between intervention and disease, dementia research often relies on
intermediate markers of neuropsychological testing performance in a manner that may not accurately inform
onset of functional changes and dementia.
Much of the interventional research has been inconclusive, contradictory, and mainly from observational
studies, with few randomized controlled trials aimed
at the role of antioxidants, cognitive activity, and other

vascular risk factors (e.g., hypertension, statin therapy,
exercise).6-13 Vascular risk factors appear to increase
the risk of developing dementia, but data to support
the modification of these risk factors as a prevention
strategy are not firmly established.14 Some of the most
promising data relate to physical activity.15-17 Given
the broad health benefits of physical activity and few
to no identified risks, this may be the most important recommendation for physicians to focus on with
patients. Similarly, early data suggest a benefit from
social engagement, and early recognition and treatment
of depression.16,18 These two strategies have low risk and
high benefit because they are likely to positively impact
quality of life, despite whether they directly impact
dementia pathology. Targeting vascular risk factors
seems physiologically plausible and may also have broad
benefits beyond the brain.
It is reasonable to look to prior public health campaigns as models for our educational and prevention
efforts for dementia. Educational efforts should first
focus on ensuring that the public understands that a
diagnosis of dementia represents a spectrum of cognitive
impairment, and that Alzheimer disease is only one of
several subtypes. Until strategies targeting primary and
secondary prevention emerge, our greatest impact may
be in tertiary prevention—in the prevention of dementia morbidity. Such work may require early recognition,
in which strategies targeting home and financial safety
have a clear impact on those at highest risk.
Despite attempts at clarifying prevention strategies,
are we back to the drawing board, returning to the
geriatricians’ mantra of keeping things simple, avoiding
polypharmacy, and ensuring our patients are physically
and mentally active? Although disease-specific prevention strategies may remain elusive, extending functional
life expectancy is achievable, and is this not the core goal
for dementia prevention after all?
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